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"We will control every nation and all the means by which a nation operates. We 
will  control  the  money,  the  governments,  the  politicians,  the  world  and  the 
underworld. We will control the intelligence agencies and the technologies. We 
will control fully and totally spiritually, we will destroy the God and Gods of the 
Goy, so that they will have no help in dealing with us. Through this control and 
the control of all the institutions, all the large corporations, we force the people to 
obtain in a new form of INTERNALIZED identity, money, bank card and all other 
means of transactions. 

Due to owning everything and anything, the populace accepts as we force it with 
brutal force and then, everyone is becoming jacked to one system, to which we 
are leaders and controllers. Everyone has now internalized what we will own in 
an  unending  quantity,  money.  We will  own anything  as  we own the  system. 
Money is now a digital currency, nonexistent for anyone but our slaves, the goy 
and we can give as much as we want to any jew, which we soon will. We will be 
able to kill now everyone by either shutting down their microchip, so they will be 
unable to buy or sell or even exist in our world, or joke around the lives of whole 
peoples and nations, if they even THINK of prevailing against us. We will control 
everything and everyone from our huge database, know everything and become 
"god" ourselves, as nobody will have more physical or material or spiritual power 
than we allow them to. We shall control everything and anyone, soul and body, 
mind and spirit!  *the jew laughs* We shall follow to the end the dictates of the 
"unknown masters from beyond" who are our lords and masters and operated 
through our enlightened rabbis, who made us in their image. 

We will destroy GOD and his GOY animals! They have nobody to believe in and 
as thus they live a materialistic and filthy life which we totally have control over! 
We will soon have destroyed the Pagan Gods and this… This patron of theirs, 
which is our greatest  Adversary who always seeks to keep us back from our 
goals and tries to "free" these animals. THEY WILL HAVE NO-ONE TO TURN 
TO OR TO HELP THEM! THEY WILL BE BLIND! *the jew laughs hysterically* 

People are now our fat, completely owned property that we do as we see fit with. 
We will  be able to kill,  give life,  destroy and do anything as we see fit.  *jew 
laughs even harder* Every jew has to have 2800 slaves, with which he does as 
he sees fit, or they will be murdered and tortured in the worse manner. We are 
slave masters  and we control  everyone,  anyone and anything.  The one who 
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helps us in that is a jew and we call him "messiah", "jesus" which has led our 
grounds, Israel, to a top power, through the grounds of which we work our deeds. 

Our bible, our protocols of zion, our talmud, our torah, our spiritual masters, all 
these will be the gospel, through which we will lord over these putrid, future dead 
and enslaved Gentile animals! We shall be......." Dreamed, this guy, but woke up 
suddenly and without a warning: 

When  he  expected  to  wake  up  peacefully  from  this  little  dream.  Then  he 
suddenly felt an immense fear, started sweating putrid cold sweat with a scent of 
fear, and did beat against the bed. Trashed in the bed sheets and full of fear it 
looked on something like a violent vision, which led him to scream. "Oh No... Oh 
No... Not YOU!" *jew cries*. 



It was invading his head. He saw someone resembling this, fast and forcefully, 
he felt it was his Adversary. : 

Satan said "No. You have been defeated. Time for Justice, eternal jew!" 

Nobody knows or imagines what happened next.
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